rates which “re-set” higher in stages. The banks bought
these, but then “swapped” their interest rates with
those of other securities. The municipality then paid
a gradually escalating interest rate, typically coming
to rest at 4-6%; while the bank paid “interest payments” to the municipality based on a Libor rate—
which broke steadily downward. This got much worse
when these swaps markets “froze” in the 2007-08
crash, and states and munis suddenly were told they
had to issue new bonds with rates as high as 8-9%, or
default.

50 Times the Rate of Interest
By 2010, according to one exposé, “states and local
governments are paying about 50 times [the rate of interest] the banks are paying.” New York Times reporter
Gretchen Morgenson, in a June 9, 2012 report, estimated
that cities and states are still paying the banks 12 times
and up, what the banks are paying them in the “swap.”
And the governments had—and still have—no way to
get out of these derivatives deals without huge fee pay-

Department of Justice
Won’t Prosecute Banks
The announcement by Attorney General Eric Holder’s Justice Department of agreement with Barclays
Bank on a fine for Libor-rigging, indicates how
Holder will protect these banks from prosecution.
Note particularly that the DoJ considers it “mitigating” against criminal punishment, that other banks
committed the same Libor-rigging Barclays did, and
may have been more egregious at it. Would this
“comparative standard” be applied, for example, to
home break-ins and robberies? Here was robbery on
a grander scale.
Reports already have Holder’s DoJ offering immunity to two other megabanks, HSBC and UBS.
From the DoJ’s announcement June 27: “Barclays has implemented a series of compliance measures and will implement additional internal controls
regarding its submission of LIBOR and EURIBOR
contributions, as required by the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (CFTC). Barclays will also
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ments which would gouge their employees and services.
In the United States, the New York Times reported
urban consultant Peter Shapiro’s estimate that “about
75% of major cities have [swaps] contracts linked to
this [Libor].” In Italy, France, and Spain, for example,
the percentage of cities thus entrapped was even higher.
Besides all this, many tens of thousands of pension,
retirement, and other funds bought interest-rate “swaps”
to protect earnings on their investments, and it is clear
the banks used those derivatives to loot those earnings
into bank profits. And untold millions of investors
bought forms of savings whose interest was based on
Libors—and have earned almost nothing on them in
recent years.
The banks engaged in two kinds of rigging of Libor,
as noted in a lengthy analysis in July 6 The Economist.
One, beginning no later than 2004-05, was arranged by
the day-to-day cheating of groups of derivatives traders
at the merchant banks, who increased the “skim” of
their derivatives trades by lying their way into small
changes in Libor—essentially driving the changes they
continue to be supervised and monitored by the FSA.
“The agreement and monetary penalty further
recognize certain mitigating factors to Barclays’
misconduct. At times, Barclays employees raised
concerns with the British Bankers Association, the
United Kingdom Financial Services Authority
(FSA), the Bank of England, and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in late 2007 and in 2008 that
the Dollar LIBOR rates submitted by contributing
banks, including Barclays, were too low and did not
accurately reflect the market. Further, during this
time, notwithstanding Barclays’s improperly low
Dollar LIBOR submissions, those submissions were
often higher than the contributions used in the calculation of the fixed rates.
“As a result of Barclays’s admission of its misconduct, its extraordinary cooperation, its remediation efforts and certain mitigating and other factors,
the department agreed not to prosecute Barclays for
providing false LIBOR and EURIBOR contributions, provided that Barclays satisfies its ongoing obligations under the agreement for a period of two
years. The non-prosecution agreement applies only
to Barclays and not to any employees or officers of
Barclays or any other individuals.”
EIR July 20, 2012

